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Details of Visit:

Author: ELondoner
Location 2: Hounslow, London
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 29 Sep 2013 13:00
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 400
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Fanny Price
Phone: 07443523499

The Premises:

This was a duo booking with Fanny and Minxy Lydia -- hence the higher rate per hour than on
Fanny's profile -- at Lydia's place in Hounslow. It's easy to find, clean, bright and in a safe
neighbourhood. And I was lucky enough to find two delicious lasses there!

The Lady:

Fanny is beautiful -- tall, graceful, with beautiful breasts, flowing red hair and a lovely smile. Her
piercings are beautifully done and certainly added a frisson to things! Lydia is just wonderfully curvy
and gorgeous -- with utterly magnificent boobs!

The Story:

What a session! A quite amazing experience with two gorgeous, curvy, busty, very clearly
enthusiastically bi women. Started off tied to a chair and cruelly blindfolded while Fanny and Lydia
described what they were getting up to together... the sounds and words adding up to an incredible
image but sheer frustration at not taking part and not being able to see. Finally they relented and
removed the blindfold... and then proceeded to show me how much they could enjoy each other's
luscious bodies.

Finally freed to join in, we took turns pleasuring each other. Fanny mentions on her profile that she
is a genuine squirter ... and she is indeed! We indulged in most things -- oral, fingering, fucking,
enthusiastic kissing, toys and I ended up with the magnificent sight of two beautiful women kneeling
before me and asking me to come...

An utterly magical session. Both Fanny and Lydia are magnificent -- and together are almost too
much to handle!
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